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Introduction to Safe Harbour

EY key recommendations

Get proper advice

This will constitute a combination 
of both situational experience 
and sector experience / 
knowledge.

Understand the issues

Understand the key 
operational, legal, financial and 
commercial issues to be 
addressed.

Act early

It is in the best interests of 
directors and companies to 
act early if signs of distress 
are evident.

In order to be able to rely on Safe Harbour the 
following key elements must be met:

1 The company must continue to meet obligations for 
the payment of employee entitlements and 
reporting of taxes

2 The turnaround must be reasonably likely to lead to 
a better outcome than an immediate insolvency 
appointment

3 Directors must continue to discharge their directors 
duties and maintain appropriate financial records

4 Directors must continue to comply with their other 
legal duties including continuous disclosure 
obligations

5 The company should seek professional advice from 
an appropriately qualified entity, such as EY, to 
develop and implement a restructuring plan

Safe Harbour — key elements
COVID-19 market disruption
Due to the considerable uncertainty associated with the rapidly developing COVID-19 
situation, Safe Harbour is a concept which needs to be front of mind for directors of all 
Australian companies, as the financial consequences of this global event unfold.

Aim of Safe Harbour
The aim of the Safe Harbour is to facilitate company restructuring outside of a formal 
insolvency process, where doing so would achieve a better outcome for the company 
than immediately appointing an administrator or liquidator.

In addition to the financial distress facing many companies, boards of directors are 
likely to be facing significant personal distress and uncertainty arising from the effects 
of the COVID-19 pandemic on their businesses.

Safe Harbour provides protection to directors from personal liability relating to any 
future insolvent trading claims, provided certain conditions are met (see opposite).

The Safe Harbour protections require directors to act early by seeking appropriate 
advice. Any restructuring plan adopted by directors must be reasonably likely to lead 
to a better outcome for the company than an immediate insolvency. EY Corporate 
Restructuring professionals can play an important role in advising the directors about 
their turnaround or recovery plans. 
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Safe Harbour – key elements and considerations
Safe Harbour protection allows directors to maintain control of the restructuring process whilst minimising 
personal exposure.

As this is new law, its application will at some point be tested in the Courts. EY therefore considers 

that to reduce later challenge the most appropriate approach to these situations will be: 

Benefits for Directors:

► Protects directors from personal liability for debts incurred by an insolvent company if they develop 
a restructuring plan and take a course of action that is reasonably likely to lead to a better outcome 
for the company.

► Gives directors space to allow them to turn the company around without the need to manage the 
conflict which arises between personal interest and directors’ duties.

► In a stressed scenario, the directors retain control but equally have the framework to call in the right 
advisors.

Other considerations:

► During Safe Harbour, directors must continue to comply with all their obligations under the law, 
including their directors’ duties and any continuous disclosure obligations.

► The Safe Harbour for company directors and holding companies imposes an evidentiary burden on 
company directors to provide reasonable evidence that they have been acting under the Safe 
Harbour.

► The development and deployment of a turnaround plan will need constant monitoring and 
adjustment to ensure that it remains appropriate and will achieve its purpose of leading to a better 
outcome for the company.

Early intervention

COVID-19 is anticipated to have significant and far-reaching supply and demand ramifications for 
all businesses, and in many cases we should expect financial distress to result. Safe Harbour laws 
passed by the Federal Government in 2017 provide directors of financially distressed businesses a 
‘Safe Harbour’ to turnaround their businesses free from the risk of personal liability of insolvent 
trading.

Key triggers we are seeing 
with clients

► Supply chain disruption

► Major changes to consumer sentiment 
as a result of panic 

► Changes to consumer behaviour 
applying different pressures on 
businesses

► Immediate cash flow impact

► Going concern and solvency issues

► Uncertainty on achievability of forecasts

► Loss of key suppliers and/or customers

► Covenant breaches

► Restrictions in liquidity availability due 
to uncertainty 

► Regulatory impositions / increase in 
regulatory burden 

► Changes in funding sources and critical 
funding requirements/discussions

► Increased stakeholder scrutiny 
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About EY 

EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and 
advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver 
help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in 
economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders 
who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. 
In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working 
world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or 
more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, 
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global 
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide 
services to clients. Information about how EY collects and uses 
personal data and a description of the rights individuals have 
under data protection legislation is available via 
ey.com/privacy. For more information about our organization, 
please visit ey.com. 
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